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Editorial Note

3rd International Conference on Healthcare Informatics and Wellness
May 11-12, 2020 Webinar
We had a huge success with the completion of 3rd International Conference on Healthcare Informatics and Wellness on May
11-12, 2020. The significance of the meeting was achieved due to the accumulation of all the related group of spectators of research
scientists to share their Knowledge, Research work, Technologies, and furthermore trade of worldwide Information towards the
correct crowd at ideal time. Webinar has received a generous response from all over the world. This has been organized with the aim
of endorsing the development of new perceptions and ideas for investigating the high level of knowledge reached by scientific
community in the field of Healthcare Management.
The conference was organized around the theme “A Step towards better Healthcare Systems for control of Covid-19”. The congress
entrenched a firm relation of future strategies in the field of Healthcare and Healthcare Informatics.
We would like to thank all the participants and following Speakers:





Andriy Hospodarskyy, Ternopil Medical University, Ukraine
Andriy Tsvyakh, Ternopil Medical University, Ukraine
Ismaeel Almakrami, Health Management and Informatics Consultant Najran Health Affair, Najran, Saudi Arabia
Amandeep Kaur, research scholar at Panjab university, India

We would like to thank each participant of Healthcare IT 2020 webinar to make this a huge success. And special thanks to media
partners for the promotion of our event.
The Conference Series Healthcare Conferences aim to bring together the prominent Researchers, academic scientists, and research
scholars to exchange and share their experiences on all aspects of Healthcare. It is conjointly a knowledge domain platform for
researchers, practitioners and educators to gift and discuss the foremost recent advances, trends, and issues in addition as sensible
challenges and solutions adopted in the fields of Healthcare.
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Safety of online digital pharmacy providers: a review analysis across the United
Kingdom and France
Hanine Estephan
Harvard University, USA

Abstract

Online pharmacies enabled consumers to obtain prescription
medications with a click of a button. While some countries such
as UK and US are trying to regulate these providers, France
decided to ban them. A systematic review was carried out to
assess the level of safety and effectiveness of these online
providers in the UK, and France. Electronic searches were
conducted to identify active legal and illegal providers in these
two countries. Multiple databases were searched including:
pubmed, Care Quality Commission online database, general
pharmaceutical council, and DREES (des données de la
Direction de la recherche, des études, de l'évaluation et des
statistiques (DREES). Our analysis suggests that existing
regulations should be revised; ongoing frequent inspection is to
be advised and stricter control measures should be implemented
to ensure the delivery of safe and effective services. Providers
offering high quality and safe services should be further
promoted and rewarded.

Speaker Publications:
1.“Optimal Waveform Design for Improved Indoor Target
Detection in Sensing Through-the-Wall Applications”; August
2010IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing
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target detection in through-the-wall-radar imaging applications”;
Proceedings Volume 7305, Sensors, and Command, Control,
Communications, and Intelligence (C3I) Technologies for
Homeland Security and Homeland Defense VIII; 730516 (2009)
3. “Multistatic Waveform Design for Seeing Through the Wall”;
DOI: 10.1109/WDDC.2009.4800309.
4. “Waveform design for through-the-wall radar Imaging applications
- art. no. 69430S.”; DOI: 10.1117/12.777172
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Biography:
Dr. Hanine Estephan has completed her PhD & Post-Doctoral
Fellowship from Harvard University T-Chan School of Public
Health in 2011. Prior to joining Harvard Hanine earned a
master’s degree in health management & Policy. She is currently
Director at an online digital provider working across 6 Europeans
countries. Dr Estephan have presented previous studies in many
international conferences.
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